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The Clear Sky Brush painted the world. Will one of its creations destroy it?Gears have been
turning for centuries, and war has broken out. Cha Ming and Feng Ming rush to shore up the
North’s meager defenses before devils from the South overrun them. No country can escape.In
Gold Leaf City, Wang Jun has betrayed the North. He loathes his own actions, but he will do
what he must to protect his beloved. He weaves a deep web while walking on the edge of a
razor. A single misstep will cost him everything.Meanwhile, Huxian rushes to complete the
Candle Dragon’s trials. He fights with his life on the line because he alone knows the strength of
their true enemy: a fiendish hunger that devours worlds…

Book DescriptionA man on the verge of suicide gives his life to Christ because someone spoke
to him just in time...a man helps a woman whose car is broken down and finds himself
witnessing to a rock star... These are just a few of the "divine appointments" that can happen in
your life if you are willing to trust God and surrender fully to Him! Larry Tomczak, a popular
author, speaker, and renewal leader, tells how every Christian can be used by God every day to
spread the good news, heal the sick, and help others grow in Jesus! --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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(forthcoming)DedicationTo those who are overwhelmed. Hang in there.You can make it.Author’s
Note and AcknowledgmentsI try to keep a positive note in my writing (aside from the obvious
satire in my prologues), so I hesitate to talk much about current affairs. Recent events, however,
dictate that I should take a stance on some key issues. I don’t do this lightly—political opinions
can cost authors their career. So I’ll keep it simple and straightforward, focusing on issues I think
shouldn’t be (but somehow are) divisive.First: Black lives matter. There is obvious systemic
racism in the US and in my home country, Canada. While I don’t believe I’ve perpetuated racism,
and I don’t consider myself racist, I know now that I may have said or done things that make
things worse without realizing it. If I have done so, I apologize. That was not my intention, and I
will try to be more self-critical and do better.Second: COVID-19 is a seriously huge problem.
Wear masks. Practice social distancing. Work together to keep everyone safe.That’s it. I’m not
going to comment on anything else. Now back to personal updates.As I write this note, I’m
approaching the 75% mark on a secret project, which is not-so-secretly another book. I’m going
to finish it, then sit on it before publishing. I don’t want a repeat of Violet Fate. For those of you
who don’t know it, I published a Painting the Mists side story about Cha Ming’s disciples. But
when I sat down to write the second part of the duology, I realized the first part wasn’t up to my
increasing standards. So instead of writing the second part, I unpublished it. I don’t plan on
rewriting it. My apologies to anyone affected.Writing is a journey, and I can only try improving
with every book. I have two goals in mind every time I write: your enjoyment and my own. I



especially hope you’ll enjoy Edge of Oblivion, as it finishes off the first arc of Painting the Mists,
Angels and Devils.Before moving on, I’d like to finish with some words of thanks. Thank you to
my wife, Xing Wen, for your continued support. Thank you to my parents, my brothers, and my
sister for being there for me.I’d like to thank this book’s beta readers: Dave Yeung, Aljoscha Volk,
Drew Kennedy, John Wilson, and Ardash. Your feedback was a great help in improving the
story.Many thanks to Crystal Watanabe for her excellent editing support. My writing continues to
improve with her help, so I’m glad to have her on board. Thank you to Samuel Alves for the great
cover—I didn’t know how painting a Taotie would turn out, and he didn’t disappoint.Last, but not
least, thank you to my readers. I write to tell people stories, and a story is worth nothing if it isn’t
shared. I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I enjoyed writing it.Cheers,Patrick G.
LaplantePreviously in Painting the MistsTo repay a life debt to Wang Jun, Cha Ming journeys to
the Southern Lands to instigate a blood feud between the Wang family and the Spirit
Temple.Blending in proves surprisingly easy. Through clever use of his Seventy-Two
Transformations Technique, mind-skimming techniques, and the Monkey King’s direct
interference, he forges a false identity as Pai Xiao, a prodigal spiritual blacksmith. War is
brewing, however. He barely creates the first part of his disguise before getting dragged into a
fight with a Blood Master Monastery. Tens of thousands die, and though he destroys the
monastery, he is only able to save a single life, a girl named Mo Ling.In order to bolster his
disguise and facilitate his infiltration of the Wang family, Cha Ming travels to Ashes, taking the
helpless Mo Ling with him. By crafting a few key weapons and forging a false history, he catches
the eye of Director Wang Yong, who asks him to work for him in Bastion, the capital of the Ji
Kingdom. Cha Ming accepts but is forced to alter Mo Ling’s memories and leave her behind. He
dares not risk her safety by pulling her closer to Zhou Li’s pet project.Cha Ming works hard to
gain the favor of the Blackthorn Conglomerate, the Wang family’s secret Southern business. His
efforts pay off. Through carefully concealed ingenuity, he manages to join the special weapons
development division. Their goal? A weapon called the Breaker. It is a treasure meant to destroy
the defense of the Song Kingdom, Southhaven Wall.Instigation is a delicate art. His first
attempts gain him the enmity of Bastion’s Blood Master Monastery. He is forced to go mining
north of Bastion Wall in the Shattered Lands, where a life-leaching aura makes it impossible for
all but the strongest to function. Through a series of adventures, he discovers the source of this
supposed curse—a powerful demon monarch guarding the Leyline of Gold. He first breaks
through to half-step rune carving to protect himself from the aura. Then, by speaking to the Life-
Leaching Monarch, he discovers that the last remaining component for his body cultivation, the
Gold Source Marrow, has been taken by the Wang family.Upon returning to Bastion, Cha Ming
discovers that things are moving quickly in the Southern Alliance. Due to a rapidly moving
deadline, he is approached by the crown prince of the Ji Kingdom to betray the Blackthorn
Conglomerate and join the Ji Kingdom in earnest. Only he can develop the Breaker on time, and
they know it. Cha Ming accepts, knowing full well that his betrayal will greatly damage the Wang
family’s reputation.The next few months are a mad rush. By using his increasing importance,



Cha Ming gains access to the vault. He secretly steals the Gold Source Marrow and breaks
through to half-step blood awakening. Then, after witnessing Mo Ling giving birth, he discovers
his own meaning of life and imbues it into his Living Talisman.With his power at an all-time high
and a dreaded Taotie heading to Bastion courtesy of Feng Ming and Gong Xuandi, Cha Ming
begins a chain reaction. He slays the three Northern traitors in the Blackthorn Conglomerate,
steals the Breaker prototype and data, and raids the vault. He then gives a defective Breaker to
the crown prince. As he destroys Bastion’s Blood Master Monastery and Spirit Temple, Feng
Ming and Gong Xuandi wreak havoc in the city. Concurrently, the Taotie attacks. Bastion’s wall is
broken, leaving the city defenseless against the Life-Leaching Monarch and her army of skeletal
spiders.Cha Ming escapes the chaos by joining forces with Feng Ming and Gong Xuandi. They
leave just as the Taotie is sealed by the South’s transcendent forces. Though he achieved his
goal, it came at a great personal cost. Overusing his newly obtained Spirit-Banishing Eyes has
blinded him, and guilt at the deaths of millions of innocents is overwhelming.While Cha Ming
does his part in the South, Wang Jun wages a different war in Gold Leaf City. He resorts to
darker methods, using the powers of shadow and fate to forge documents and karma and
recover long-lost secrets. That and the resulting assassinations prove too much for Wang Jun.
Hong Xin tries to reassure him while waging her own battle with the Icy Heart Pavilion. Though
their means aren’t ideal, these rogue members are far from criminal. She strives to unite their
respective factions, a difficult task given her possession of the Frozen Heart Oath
Stone.Circumstances force her hand. The Spirit Temple’s assassins begin slaying members of
the Icy Heart Pavilion. She takes advantage of the opportunity to combine their factions,
resigning and destroying the Frozen Heart Oath Stone to accomplish this. Free of her karmic
obligations to the Red Dust Pavilion, she vows to join Wang Jun and help him sort out his family
issues. Unfortunately, Wang Jun’s family has other ideas. They capture her, cripple her
cultivation, and force Wang Jun into submission just as he’s about to win.As humans struggle on
the continent, Huxian walks his own path. His four friends are busy condensing their initiation
marks, and he must do the same. To do so, he enters a secret realm hidden in the Silverwing
Mountain Range. The realm is cursed with a sun that never sets. The first place he visits is filled
with ghosts that are trapped in the moment, forced to relive the last few minutes of their lives in
perpetuity. Upon receiving a mysterious gold jade fragment, he decides to free these ghosts. To
that end, he journeys to the east, where monks reside.The monks have not been reduced to
ghosts. Instead, there are cursed to relive their entire lives endlessly. They are chained to the
mountain’s shadow, which never disappears due to the shackled sun. Huxian escapes by
obtaining a second jade fragment. He follows a deceased monk’s advice and journeys to the
west. There, after chasing the scorching sun for what seems like an eternity, he obtains the Spirit-
Banishing Scripture and its corresponding eye technique. He uses it to solve the curse of the
realm, freeing millions of souls to be reincarnated.Cha Ming and Feng Ming journey to the
Eastern Desert. Cha Ming is blind and ridden with guilt. Wang Jun, helpless due to Hong Xin’s
imprisonment, submits to his brother Wang Ling and Patriarch Wuling. Meanwhile, Huxian’s



meddling in the Candle Dragon’s realm has caught the Godbeast’s attention. Huxian accepts the
Candle Dragon’s trial because he, more than anyone else, knows what they must face: a fiendish
demon unlike any other; a world-ending calamity made flesh.PrologueClank. Clank. Clank.VOID-
X3CX-R04 turned his head sharply toward the sound of metal on the bars of his cage. It was a
delicious sound, he decided; every sound had a taste, and every sight had a flavor, adding color
to his otherwise dreary existence. Meaning could also be savored. The clanking was a
distraction, a simple attempt by simple beings at catching his attention. They were treating him
like a two-day-old kitten, an insult if he knew one, but something far preferable to being sealed
again, cut off from all sources of sustenance in a place where time lost all meaning.Though he
preferred this result to the alternative, it didn’t take away from the fact that every single one of
these humans was an annoying gnat. The first thing he would do when he broke out of his cage
would be to consume whoever was doing the clanging. But then again, what didn’t he want to
eat? Alas, the bars imprisoning him, the only things within his reach, were inedible. Their ochre
glow reeked of delicious transcendent might, and while he instinctively knew its flavor and its
corresponding value, he could only stare at it with a wide, drooling mouth not powerful enough to
savor it.Clank. Clank. Clank.He drank in the sounds, annoyed. Did they think he was a child? Did
they think he was mentally incapable? He was smarter than the lot of them, that annoying gnat
of a seer included. Sure, he was slow to respond. Who wouldn’t be with a gnawing hunger like
his, forever urging him onward, everything in sight just another tasty morsel to fill the endless pit
in his stomach? It was a wonder he could even function, let alone recognize each of their
delicious scents with everything he had going on in the background.But that didn’t stop them
from being annoying. The gnat was back, it seemed. This time, however, he brought something
tasty. Bones, delicious bones of a peak-core-formation demon were pushed through the bars of
his cage. He immediately grabbed them with his horned tentacles, stuffing them into his torso,
where his main mouth appeared and bit down on them.Bliss. Pure bliss.Every time he ate
something significant, he felt a sense of raw, untamed happiness. And for a moment, he could
even forget the gnawing hunger and that wretched unfilled void that egged him on, telling him to
destroy, when really, all things considered, all he wanted to do was paint. He’d tasted many
paintings, and he appreciated their colors, their emotion, and their tasty ink. How nice would it
be to sit down, sated, and paint on a blank canvas with all the colors that he knew?Alas, that
would never be his lot in life. He was never meant to create, only to destroy; his master had seen
to that, wherever he was. Without him, he could only do what he could to fill his stomach. Right
now, that meant pandering to that pesky seer. VOID-X3CX-R04 contorted his face. Was this the
kind of response the gnat was looking for? The seer shook his head, so VOID-X3CX-R04
changed his posture—it had worked last time. The seer seemed unimpressed.Drat, VOID-X3CX-
R04 thought. If he couldn’t please the seer, how could he get more food? He panicked and tried
many simple yet energy-efficient gestures. The second platter waited outside his cage, taunting
him. The tasty demon-beast meat on it had been shaved off the bones he’d just eaten. He heard
a sound coming from the seer but ignored it. What could be more important than the literal feast



waiting just outside his cage? After all, that might be the one, the last bit of energy that would
finally propel him to the half-step-initiation realm by forming his World-Ending Calamity
Mark.The seer continued talking, and VOID-X3CX-R04 tasted more buzzing. He scratched his
head. He held up a claw. He stood on his head. Nothing seemed to work. So, unsure how to
proceed, he did a little dance, though he doubted the seer would understand its subtle
intricacies, the emotion behind it, and its significance to his people’s heritage. A lonely people,
they’d been forced to come up with a style only they could understand, an amazing development
given there were usually only two or three of them in existence at any given moment. The dance
failed, predictably. The seer facepalmed and let out more annoying sounds.Maybe I should
actually listen to what he’s saying, a small piece of VOID-X3CX-R04’s mind said, if only to get
more sustenance. He waited, and the seer repeated himself. Instead of immediately sucking in
the sounds like he usually did, he savored them, savored their meaning. Then he looked to the
seer in confusion. Just that? You just want me to nod if I understand you? So, he did.
Immediately afterward, or as immediately as mere ants could make happen, the tray of beast
meat entered the cage. He ate it ravenously, and when he was done, he discovered another tray
had appeared. The seer spoke again.This time, VOID-X3CX-R04 listened. The seer said words
—a silly thing like “stand on one leg and put your hands behind your head, flailing three
tentacles.” He did just that, and he was rewarded with another delicious tray. Another tray
appeared, and he listened to instructions. He lay flat on his back, propelling his humanlike feet
like he was riding a bicycle—a pastime he would enjoy, he was sure, if only he didn’t have to
spend every waking moment foraging for food. He finished another tray, and just as he looked to
the seer for more instructions, he noticed the man was gone. Everyone but his guards had
vanished, and there was no food to be seen.VOID-X3CX-R04 howled the song of his people.
He’d been played with, given the illusion of endless food, only to have it snatched away. Illusions
were tasty but not at all that filling. His stomach let out a soundless growl as it returned to its
normal state—empty.He sang for what seemed like hours. Likely, it was only a few minutes. Time
was subjective that way, especially when you were hungry. No one came. No one cared about
him or his plight. He waited. To conserve energy, he lay down in his cage, his tentacles licking at
the delicious transcendent bars he couldn’t eat. The time would come, he was sure. But by then,
even the entire plane wouldn’t be enough to satisfy his endless hunger or slake his infinite
thirst.People hollered and screamed outside Town Hall, waving signs and doing everything they
could to voice their support for their chosen candidate. Thousands of ballot stations were
accepting votes near Town Hall itself, and millions did the same, scattered across the massive
metropolis known as Diyu. Spirits, ghosts, and buddhas alike waited in line to submit their votes.
After all, this single Underworld day would determine the next ten thousand years of mayorship.
Oh, and the counselors, but no one seemed to pay attention to those, even though it was them,
in the end, that held pretty much all the power.“Down with the devils!” one supporter
shouted.“Tax the rich!” another shouted.“Regressive tax!” yet another said. That last one was
one of Judah’s supporters. The regressive tax, a cornerstone of his electoral platform, was



predictably only popular among the top twenty or so percent. In effect, the poor would get taxed
a higher percentage than the rich, driving them out of the city if they couldn’t push their way to
the top.“Look at all of them,” Judah said, a glass of ghost wine in his hand. Made from ghost
grapes, it had an ethereal flavor only spirits could truly appreciate. “So many people, riled up to
vote.” He shook his head. “On my home plane—the one I lived on before dying and coming to
Diyu—it was amazing if forty percent of the general population showed up. But here, it seems
like every person wants a say. It’s truly an outstanding sight to behold.”His electoral team shifted
uncomfortably at his words. His closest confidants, Usama being one of them, coughed lightly.
One of the key counselors up for reelection stepped up to answer the unasked question.“It’s
more like six or seven percent, sir,” the tall graying woman in a black skirt and bright-pink blouse
said. Mary was not only one of his most fervent and level-minded supporters, but she helped fill
in many knowledge gaps whenever she could. “Spirits used to care, but then the elections got so
polarizing that only a minority bothers to vote anymore. All of them are crazy, without
exception.”Yama, who’d been brooding beside the window, nodded. “We tried to fix the system
many times. With proportional representation, it got worse somehow. Even more fringe parties
were introduced, and believe me, a government with literally thirty different parties arguing on
how to get things done can only be a bad thing. Plus, campaigning was confusing.“We
experimented between first-past-the-post and preferential ballot. The first led to the most liked
candidate being elected, but everyone grumbled unhappily for the next ten thousand years. The
preferential ballots were, on the other hand, a smashing success. While most people didn’t get
who they liked in power, they got to be smug about picking the winner as their second or third
choice. It also narrowed down the playing field so that no more than four or five candidates ever
participated in one election.”“Huh,” Judah said. “Whoever thought democracy could be so
universal? I said forty percent, but it was on a downward trend.”“It happens in every mortal
plane,” Mary said understandingly. “At first, they’re super enthusiastic, but then it wanes, leaving
only the crazies with enough energy to stand up for what they believe in. Then, one of two things
happen: A civil war splits the country apart, leading to two competing dictatorships, or you get a
situation much like ours. The advantage in the second case is that no one has the energy to
mount a revolution, because not enough people care.”“Do some places trend one way or
another?” Judah asked, curious. “We had a pseudo-democracy in Rome, but then it eventually
imploded. Some people say it had something to do with lead in the water.”“By and large, it
seems to depend on the level of technology or cultivation,” Mary explained. “When you reach the
point where 99.99 percent of the population could theoretically be wiped out by the most
powerful democracy in the span of a day, people tend to call the situation good enough, and no
one bothers with a revolution. Eventually, it merges with other countries around it and forms one
massive mega government where no one can really do anything. Most people think that’s just
rosy.”Usama, who’d been chatting with a business associate at the back, walked up. “Hey,
buddy!” he said, shaking Judah’s hand. “I just wanted to wish you congratulations in
advance.”“Isn’t that bad luck?” Judah asked. “I hear all of the other candidates are way more



popular than I am. It’ll be a miracle if I win.”“And who’s saying that?” Usama asked with a twinkle
in his eye.“The news?” Judah answered uncertainly.Yama hmphed, drawing glances. “The news
wouldn’t know what’s going on if it hit them upside the head with a spirit-sealing brick. They’re all
mouthpieces for one candidate or another, spewing crazy rhetoric as though it were fact. There
are a few sane media outlets out there, but they don’t fare very well on election years. It takes
them a few decades to recover after each election.”“He’s right,” Mary said, shaking her head in
disgust. “You mostly don’t have to worry about the news and reporters, though it really would
have helped if you’d spoken out against Ragthor the Bloodied. That devil-worshipping psycho
deserves every bit of bad press he gets. I mean, come on! Bringing back spirit sacrifices?
Bicentenary wars to cull our population?”“He’s very popular with the middle class,” Yama pointed
out. “We didn’t want to alienate them. They think very highly of their odds of survival in the
bicentennial wars, given their better resources. Since our regressive tax policies already
attracted the rich, it was wiser to remain silent.”“I’m just not sure how people can take these guys
seriously,” Judah said, shaking his head. “Here I am, trying to keep a clean election, but there’s
Elsa of the Hive Mind here saying every spirit should be connected to a hive matrix to operate
more efficiently, and everyone should get equal resources. She literally wants to enslave the
entire population. Then, she weakens her case and admits it should be done slowly, first
subduing ten percent of the population by random lottery to see how it works out.”“Instantly
creating a hive mind is tricky,” Usama chimed in. “We tried it once at my evil research and
development company. It didn’t work out so well.”“And then there’s the sanest of the lot, Galahad
the Brave,” Judah said. “He’s all about honor and justice. Going over the entire law with a fine-
tooth comb, doubling our police force, and increasing standards for judges. He’s got all this good
stuff going for him, but then he wants to do unnecessary things like fine people for shaking off
after peeing in the urinal.”“He’s always been a bit of a puritan,” Yama muttered. “Runs in every
election, and he always seems to get about twenty-five percent of the vote. His base is very
strong and self-righteous. Still, you’re polling behind him by six percentage points. The other two
are neck and neck at twenty-eight percent.”“Are you kidding me?” Judah exclaimed. “Elsa of the
Hive Mind and Ragthor the Bloodied? Are these people crazy?”“I did say that,” Mary said dryly.
“They have personal appeal. Unfortunately, the people you’re appealing to just don’t care
enough.” She sighed.Yama sighed too. As he looked over the crowds, his consciousness
reached out to the Yellow River. It was surging again, and his employees were having trouble
keeping up. The shark squad was working double overtime, and their newest invention, sin-
purifying nanoweave, was barely holding off sin from corrupting the reincarnation pool. Which
wasn’t a bad thing, per se, since that time was coming. He just had to hold it off for a few more
millennia before letting it loose.This election was the key to getting him the labor he needed, at a
price he could afford. With those things in hand, he could keep the universe running in good
order and avoid a Second Great Apocalypse. Not that most people knew there had been
another, but the lack of public embarrassment didn’t make it any easier for Yama, especially
since the Jade Emperor and the Curse Sovereign were privy to that information.Unfortunately,



they were losing. Without a miracle, most of the universe was doomed.Chapter 1: The Eastern
DesertIn the Southern Lands, three cultivators were waiting atop tall cliffs. Cha Ming, Feng Ming,
and Gong Xuandi looked over the dunes below, whose red sands were speckled with small
black stones. This was the Eastern Desert, a wasteland that ran both north and south of the
great wall that ran between them. Just north of them, a wide canyon exposed a large gap in the
otherwise impenetrable barrier between the only two deserts on the continent.Legends said that
the two deserts used to be the lushest of lands. It was for that reason that the South had invaded
centuries ago. They’d sought to breach the wall and claim the fertile land as their own. Ultimately,
they were rebuffed. By destroying the wall, a wind had started blowing, and that wind had
eroded the rich lands to the north and south, covering them in sand and silt and blowing away
water, leaving nothing but a desert behind.Since then, the wind had helped the North. All
defensive structures took it into account. The North had bunkers near the canyon’s entrance,
with cutting edges facing the gusts and gales, and long tails of sand tapered away from their
stable surfaces. Likewise, the north-facing edge of the dunes to the south were jagged and
distorted. Their south-facing tails were smooth and tapered like carefully crafted wine flutes. The
group of them resembled a school of fish heading into an open river from a lake.How about
now? Cha Ming asked Feng Ming, who stood on a nearby cliff, waiting. He’d asked many times
over the past hour.Not yet, Feng Ming said. The best time to dive into a battle is when you’re
needed.He didn’t seem inclined to explain, and Gong Xuandi, the other military man, didn’t
either, so Cha Ming waited. As he did, he admired the canyon walls. Like the sands, they were
red, though many layers of strata could be seen on their tall surfaces, which reached a mile high
in some instances. They provided a beautiful backdrop to the grim scene that was unfolding
below, and though blind, Cha Ming could see faint shadows of that beauty through the eyes of
his soul. He could also see Southern armies that were assembling between those speckled
dunes; they now seemed like enemy ships or mounts more than anything else. Northern forces
stood firm near the canyon entrance, where the bunkers protected their flanks.What Cha Ming
couldn’t see was the wind, which was the crux of the problem. It wasn’t his bad eyesight that hid
it from him, but rather the fact that there was no wind in the windy canyon. A sickening stillness
had replaced it. As such, all the usual defenses were useless, and the Northern forces were now
greatly outnumbered in an indefensible position.Troops continued to move, but suddenly, a horn
sounded. Then many horns joined in. Northern troops began shifting their defensive lines. Both
armies marshalled with surprising speed, and soon, the South was charging.The North joined in
large shielding formations to protect themselves against enemy attacks while archers shot qi-
piercing arrows from the back. They felled many Southern forces, but eventually, their enemies
reached their defenses. Blood splashed across the red sand, leaving one to wonder if it was
naturally red or if war had made it that way.Such a waste of lives, Cha Ming said, shaking his
head. Many soldiers fell in the first wave, though the South had taken the brunt of the
damage.It’s how the South fights, Feng Ming said. That’s just the prelude.The South always liked
sending expendable troops as fodder. As he spoke, troops that were much better equipped



followed. A few among them wore the familiar red robes of blood masters. They sucked in the
blood from their fallen comrades and fearlessly charged into the Northern army, ignoring severe
wounds that regenerated instantly due to their fierce blood vitality.The North, apparently, was
ready for this. They assigned elite troops to contain these blood masters, throwing out chains
and talismans to constrict them before using fire and lightning to drain them. The battle
continued. Ground was lost, and ground was gained. Still, they did nothing. Despite the lack of
wind, the bunkers played a crucial role. Whenever the South tried to encroach on their flanks, the
massive buildings lit up with wind and fire, annihilating anything that dared come close to them.
Moreover, they were physical obstructions. Both sides might have core-formation cultivators, but
most were reserves, ready to be deployed at a moment’s notice.Back and forth. The currents of
battle were confusing to Cha Ming. Someone had once told him that many generals played
Angels and Devils to keep their minds sharp for battle. Yet despite his significant skill in the
game, he saw none of it. Only chaos.There, Feng Ming suddenly said, pointing toward the
western flank. Without Feng Ming’s warning, Cha Ming would have missed the unspoken cue.
Southern troops crashed through a hole in their defenses, forcing through it, expanding it.
Swords, sabers, and spears clashed and took lives, and bursts of all five elements filled the
battlefield.Though Cha Ming was unprepared, the Northern forces had clearly been waiting for
this moment. Their reserves had already been on their way to reinforce. Core-formation
cultivators dove in, killing dozens of blood masters where they went. Southern core-formation
cultivators joined in to aid them.A mistake, Feng Ming said, shaking his head.Are you sure?
asked Gong Xuandi.Feng Ming nodded and pointed just east of the center of the Northern army,
where fighting suddenly intensified. Hidden core-formation cultivators suddenly emerged in the
opposing army and began viciously slaughtering nearby troops. One group of men resisted the
attack. They were clearly outnumbered, however.That’s where we go. They flew, and as they did,
Feng Ming explained. It’s difficult to sense the flow of battle accurately, so commanders often
stay hidden among their own forces in the guise of a lesser commanders. It makes them more
difficult to target and makes it easier to control the army. Unfortunately, it’s a double-edged
sword.It seemed the Northern commander had somehow been spotted. Though Southern
forces did their best to strive for a quick kill, their group was faster. Cha Ming used creation qi,
along with 1,080 combat sigils to create wind and lightning combat formations. Their speed
doubled, and they crashed into enemy forces. Feng Ming moved to defend the enemy
commander, while Gong Xuandi dove right into his opponents, ignoring blows as he wielded his
mighty trident.Cha Ming summoned his pseudo-domain, coating the Clear Sky Staff in a frigid
blue light as it grew to the size of a massive pillar. He smashed it across dozens of enemy troops
with all his strength. It should have been more than enough to kill a few of them, but to his
surprise, they resisted. The twelve of them combined their strength and knocked his staff aside.
They dove in, clearing the staff and lunging at Cha Ming’s defenseless body. He quickly
evaluated their strength, sensing a certain wrongness he couldn’t quite pinpoint.One of them, a
half-step marrow-refining blood master, rushed at him with a wicked serrated blade. The others



unleashed fire, water, wood, earth, and metal. All five elements surged toward his exposed body.
Cha Ming was surprised by the sudden assault but not worried. He grinned. Then he opened his
eyes.“Argh!” Three of his opponents shivered visibly, nearly dropping their weapons as their
movements slowed. Cha Ming couldn’t see any better with his eyes open, but that didn’t stop the
air from being suffused with thick Devil-Sealing, Demon-Subduing, Spirit-Banishing Intents. His
eyes were the antithesis of devils, and their hatred need not be targeted. The quick burst of
power got him the opening he needed.Cha Ming formed rapid hand seals, faster than anyone
could see. His combat sigils turned golden and swung with the might of a thousand and eighty
blades toward the wood-aligned cultivator. Based on his reaction, Cha Ming now knew he was a
devil. As an apex cultivator, the man didn’t disappoint. He transformed, surpassing his limits and
burning excess vitality to promote himself one sub realm to half-step blood awakening. The
swords of metal qi bit into the devil’s body, and though they caused little damage, they diverted
the man’s attention. The Clear Sky Staff disappeared and reappeared in Cha Ming’s right hand.
He swung down with the longer, thinner staff, crashing down on the beleaguered devil, who held
up a large half-step-transcendent truncheon to deflect it.The staff sheared right through the
truncheon, cutting the devil in two and crashing into the sand below. It wasn’t enough to kill the
creature, but Cha Ming acted quickly and changed his formation. The thousand and eighty
swords became a thousand and eighty grinding blades. He infused Devil-Sealing Intent into
them, and they ate away at its writhing body.Three, two, one… Just as he was about to finish the
creature, he abandoned his target, immediately terminated his formation, and threw up an icy
defensive formation. His Clear Sky Staff swung up in an arc, deflecting three thick blades that
had just cut through his qi shield. The wood devil scampered off, badly wounded despite being a
body cultivator. The others moved to contain Cha Ming instead of trying to kill him, prioritizing
their own lives over his. Individual. Selfish. Out for their own interests. These were the dominant
values promoted by the Southern Alliance.How are you doing? Cha Ming asked Feng Ming, who
was fighting nearby.Almost safe, Feng Ming said. You wouldn’t happen to be able to break out
and join me, would you?I can try, Cha Ming sent. His staff was a blur, deflecting dozens of blows
per second as he mobilized his combat formations to deflect elemental techniques. He scored
several hits on his opponents, but they also scored some on him. They added to his existing
injuries, which hadn’t yet healed from his battle in the Ji Kingdom. His opponents rotated as they
were injured, retreating and regenerating before coming right back at him, keeping up the
containment. Gong Xuandi had also been boxed in, leaving poor Feng Ming to defend three
survivors from their assailants.Why do I make these if not to use them? Cha Ming thought. He
summoned five sheets of colored paper and threw them out. These simple-looking papers were
half-step-transcendent talismans, one for each of the five elements. The first, Matter-
Suppressing Seal, summoned a massive column that increased the gravity in the area. The
second, Life-Suppressing Seal, greatly decreased the regeneration of surrounding cultivators.
Shape-Suppressing Seal, Energy-Suppressing Seal, and Flow-Suppressing Seal similarly
dulled his opponent’s weapons, dampened their attacks, and slowed their movements.



Moreover, the appearance of all five seals formed a black star that began disintegrating those
within the impromptu formation’s boundaries.The sudden development took his opponents by
surprise. Cha Ming used that surprise to send out a ball of metal and flame to a nearby cultivator,
grinding him into meat paste. As his body regenerated, Cha Ming swung out with Splitting
Heaven and Earth, forcing his opponents to defend against the blur of white lest they be cut in
half. This bought him just enough time to finish off his beleaguered opponent. He then kicked off
another’s chest, summoning his staff and executing a sideways Crushing Chaos. This time, the
staff struck true, killing a peak-core-formation cultivator before he could land a blow with his
poisoned short swords.Almost there, Cha Ming thought. His opponents tried their best to close
the gap, but they were too slow. Moreover, their movements had exposed some of their more
vulnerable core-formation cultivators. He grasped his staff with both hands and lunged toward
them, pouring five-element qi into it and executing Origin Strike. A lone opponent burst into a
cloud of gray mist, leaving a convenient gap for Cha Ming to leave the encirclement. He flew like
the wind itself to Feng Ming’s aid, just in time to see a lethal strike heading toward his friend’s
back. A frozen shield appeared just in time to deflect it as Cha Ming struck the attacker with a
destruction-qi-laden palm to the back, reducing his body to smoke and ashes.Tired but thrilled
to be fighting again, Cha Ming turned around to face his opponents and defend Feng Ming. It
was only then that he realized no one remained to fight him. They were already retreating at their
commander’s instructions. Even Gong Xuandi, who’d been boxed in since the beginning, had
been released by the retreating attackers.“You have my thanks,” said one of the three men, who
was evidently the Northern commander. The man flipped out a yellow fan and swept it toward
the ground. Blood splashed off the peak-core treasure, which had evidently seen better days.
After cleaning the fan, he put it away and wiped off his bloodied golden longsword. His blue
robes were covered in cuts and burns, and much of his own blood leaked out from beneath his
armor.“Heavens, if I’d known it was you, I’d have left you to die,” Feng Ming said, putting away his
lucky spear.“We don’t all get to choose our allies,” the commander said, grinning. “But I, Jiao
Ming, chief marshal of the Desert Wind Kingdom, thank you from the bottom of my heart. A few
seconds later, and you’d have seen the Southern army pouring into the North.”Chapter 2: Mark
of Wind“Although the battle was intense, we actually lost much fewer men than you’d expect,”
Jiao Ming said as he paced around the map in his command tent. Several other generals, each
wearing different colors, nodded in agreement. “We lost ten percent of our forces while the
South lost twenty percent, mostly due to the untimely demise of a few of their peak-core-
formation cultivators.” He nodded to Cha Ming. “If not for your timely intervention, the
consequences would have been disastrous.”“It seems like your forces are a little on the slim
side,” Feng Ming said. Though he’d mostly been sitting by the side of their table quietly, he’d
been studying the map the entire time. “If you don’t gain reinforcements soon, you’ll lose.”Instead
of the scowls Cha Ming expected, the generals and marshals instantly began muttering and
arguing amongst themselves. Jiao Ming looked toward Cha Ming and Feng Ming and sent them
a mental message. It would be best not to irk them so. I am a patient man, but our current



alliance is tenuous. We are not friends protecting a collective border here, but enemies. North of
the Windswept Canyons, we are spilling each other’s blood.The war hasn’t changed that? Feng
Ming asked.Cha Ming was also surprised. Wasn’t it best to put aside petty grievances when a
common enemy was knocking at your door?What better time? Jiao Ming sent bitterly. The
Eastern Desert is an undesirable land, and the chaos of war is the best opportunity to struggle
for power. He shrugged. It’s a wonder none of them have betrayed us yet. I expect that to happen
anytime now.On cue, an older, gray-bearded man spoke. “I, for one, don’t even think we should
be defending this place,” he said. “My Lei Clan has always maintained that it’s a waste of
resources to hold it. We’re only here because we don’t want to be the odd one out.”Many voices
muttered in agreement.“How can you say that?” another man said. Though he seemed bold and
upright, there was something about him that screamed politician. “We’re defending our homes,
and every year, the rest of the Northern Alliance sends us a tithe to keep us supplied. Our Lan
Clan is grateful for their support and proud to defend our border.”“Of course you’re grateful,” a
slender woman with a deep scar that ran across the right side of her face said. According to
Feng Ming, she had red hair, a rare color on the continent. “The fact that you take a
disproportionately large cut of that tithe hasn’t escaped the rest of us.”The bickering turned into
clamoring, and soon, all of them were arguing again. Jiao Ming let it continue for some time
before raising his hands and releasing his cultivation. He was one of the stronger cultivators
among them, so this act immediately attracted everyone’s attention. They slowly quieted down,
though it was uncertain whether they’d actually stopped or had just switched to mental
communication.“Everyone here has problems,” Jiao Ming said. “And everyone here has grudges.
I myself confess that the Jiao Clan didn’t come by our leadership honestly. We got there by hook
or by crook, just like everyone else.”His audience frowned but didn’t interrupt him.“As leaders, it
is our responsibility to protect our people. If not for our countrymen and the other desert
dwellers, we do it for our clans. And I assure you that the South is avaricious. You think we have it
hard now, but their lands are just as barren as ours. What we would call a tiny oasis, they could
call a lake. What we would call a farmable plot of land, they would call a bountiful one. If they
cross this line in the sand, they won’t ignore us for richer lands like you think they will. If we fall,
our kingdoms are over. Our neighbors to the South will take everything away from us, leaving not
an outpost contested. Do you want that to happen? Good. Now tell me, how many forces can
each of you offer?”“A thousand more foundation-establishment equivalents at most,” the man
from the Lei Clan muttered. “Armed.”“The Lan Clan?” Jiao Ming asked, turning to the upright
gentleman.The man coughed, then looked to the glaring red-haired woman. “Since the tithes
have been so generous to us, two thousand.”“We’ve sent all the troops we can,” the red-haired
woman said, attracting glares from the others. “Don’t look at me like that. We lost three cities in
the past two weeks.” She hesitated, then shook her head. “We have some geomancers and
storm wards we can spare. Maybe they can make up for a part of the wind that’s lacking.”The
others seemed to lighten up at her mention of the storm wards, a strange profession that
controlled the weather for a living. Normally, they would be used to grow crops on a massive



scale or protect the people against storms. It seemed that in the Eastern Desert, they also had
military applications.“The wind,” Cha Ming suddenly said, drawing their attention. “It’s of demonic
origin. I couldn’t tell earlier, because the energy is stale. But when I opened my eyes in battle, I
felt a strangeness in the air. What happened among the demons recently?”A wild-looking man
wearing a leather vest replied. “Others might not know this, but us beast tamers have been hit
pretty hard by a strange demon tide. These demons are strong, and their eyes glow ochre.
They’ve been attacking the slopes of Burning Wind, the demonic mountain near the
canyon.”“Fiendish demons,” Cha Ming said. “Perhaps this is what’s causing the anomaly in the
wind patterns.”“Maybe,” the beast tamer said, shrugging. “All I know is that it’s getting harder to
tame demons, so I can’t replenish my forces. Which is annoying, given that many of them can
control wind and sand.”“What of the local demon monarch?” Cha Ming asked. “Who is it? What
kind of demon is it?”“I don’t know why you care so much,” the beast tamer said reluctantly. “But
since you helped us out, I’ll tell you. Last thing I knew, it was the Swiftwind Monarch, a wind-
aligned fox that’s very difficult to see. That might have changed recently, but be warned—no
one’s seen her in fifty years. It was my master who told me about her.”Cha Ming turned to Feng
Ming and Gong Xuandi. “Since the lack of wind is what’s making defending this canyon difficult,
I’ll try to solve that problem. I have a few friends in high places in the demon world, so I might be
able to get us more information. With any luck, we’ll get the wind back, and defending the
Eastern Desert won’t be a problem.”Feng Ming nodded. “Since the defenses here are lacking,
it’s my duty as a member of the Northern Alliance to contribute to its defense. Gong Xuandi and I
will remain here and work with Marshal Jiao Ming. I might not be as strong as Gong Xuandi is,
but I guarantee you that with me here, luck will be on our side.” His declaration obtained a mixed
reception. Some perked up, while others groaned.“I’m very thankful for any help you can
provide,” Jiao Ming said, then turned to Cha Ming. “When will you leave?”“As soon as I build
something,” Cha Ming said, looking northward. “I might not be great with the wind element, but I’ll
try to make up for it with a formation. Does anyone here have any formation flags or spirit
stones?” No one volunteered. “I didn’t think so. Well, I’ll build it first, and if you want it to last any
longer than a day, you’ll need to feed it spirit stones. My generosity only goes so far.”Though he
wanted to help out more, he’d burned through much of his wealth causing chaos in Bastion. A
much greater war was breaking out, and he’d need all the resources he had at his disposal.Cha
Ming flew away from his newly crafted masterwork a thousand and eighty flags short, much
liquified elemental essence depleted, and many spirit stones lighter. A strong wind began
blowing southward through the north mouth of the canyon. There, it could draw as much air in as
it wanted through the desert to the north, pressurizing it and blasting it through the narrow
canyon.Though the effect was mediocre, the formation gave Cha Ming clarity on the situation.
The impossibly strong wind currents of the Windswept Canyon weren’t possible with only two
gaps in the wall generating a current. After all, there were oceans all around them, and wind
could always travel upward. It stood to reason that something else was responsible for the
current. That reason, he decided, was demonic.A mile up, the sharp canyon walls gave way to a



barren plateau. Demons roamed these lands, though most of them were of the reptilian variety
that absorbed demonic energy from the scorching sun. There were also many birds that preyed
on the weaker reptiles and took shelter from the sun in short spires that dotted the lands.He
traveled several miles before the plateau began to slope up toward a tall but sharp mountain
peak. Oddly enough, it, too, had a north-facing blade that cut into winds that came from the
north. It tapered slowly to the south, leading down into rocky forests and a thriving valley. There,
demons went about their daily lives. They fed, they fought, and they protected their
honor.Several birds flitted by him as he flew, blowing sharp gusts of wind across his skin that
almost drew blood. He ignored them, proceeding not toward the mountain itself but toward the
valley at its base. He heard clashing there and sensed violence. Demons were fighting, and the
ferocity of their struggle left little doubt that the aggressors were of the fiendish variety.A tree
broke beside Cha Ming as he landed, destroyed by a large demonic cat batted away by an
approaching aberration. He looked at the thing, noticing that it seemed like a cross between a
pig and a dog, with horns jutting out of a nose that it used to impale enemies as it charged. It
moved in for the kill, but Cha Ming swept out with a strike of his staff. It cut through the demon’s
core, completely negating any chances it had of regenerating.The large cat, which Cha Ming
noticed was a bobcat, got back on its paws and stared at Cha Ming warily. Why are you here,
human? it asked.I’m looking for the Swiftwind Monarch, Cha Ming said. Best to be direct with
demons. They didn’t like dancing around when they talked like humans did.The bobcat’s eyes
narrowed. A mere human, no matter how powerful, does not possess the right to meet such an
exalted individual. Sighing, Cha Ming opened his eyes slightly. The Demon-Subduing Intent that
leaked out caused the bobcat to cower in fear. But if an exalted one such as yourself went to the
battlefield, she would surely welcome you.Many thanks, Cha Ming said, speeding toward the
fighting.In the middle of the forest, tens of thousands of powerful demons clashed in a war of
attrition. Enough blood fell to the ground to fill barrels, soaking the land in a sludgy layer of red
and violet. The trees, most of which were also demons and elementals, could hardly keep up
with such a massive influx of energy. They did what they could, drawing nutrients from the earth
and clearing the battlefield of corpses. They avoided drawing in black blood, however. The
baleful substance, which even Cha Ming in his blind state could identify, corrupted everything it
touched. Dead and dying demons stirred as it brought life to them, coercing them to join the
much smaller but more powerful ranks of the fiendish demons. Meanwhile, the forest blackened.
It started at the roots and worked its way up to the trunks and leaves. Vines were no exceptions.
Even the most resistant weed could only give in to the corruption.Cha Ming flew north to where
the most powerful figures were fighting. Five monstrosities, each a cross between a wolverine
and a serpent, had surrounded an airborne group of three demons. The two birds—an eagle and
an owl—struggled to find an opening while another figure, barely visible to both the naked eye
and Cha Ming’s transcendent force, attacked the invaders with swift, biting strikes.The rapid
creature was none other than the Swiftwind Monarch. The white fox’s claws and teeth were
sharp and bloodied, and its single white tail flailed so quickly it looked like four separate



appendages. It was covered in blood, though any black blood that landed on the white tail was
swiftly thrown off by its sharp whipping motions. All three of the demons were peak-core-
formation demons of excellent bloodlines. Unfortunately, the fiends seemed to hold a distinctive
advantage. The three beleaguered demons could barely hold on as their forces below were
overrun.Cha Ming was no tactician, but going for the enemy leadership seemed like a no-
brainer. Air whirled around him as he forced his way into battle. He first used his Clear Sky Staff
to deflect a claw strike that would have wounded the Swiftwind Monarch, then stabbed at the
creature with an Origin Strike. To his surprise, however, the beast met his blow head-on and
pushed him back.Right, he thought. Demons were already far stronger than human body
cultivators, but when in their own territory, that difference grew especially exaggerated. Fiendish
demons brought a devilish strength along with their powers, making them far stronger than
normal demons.Left with no other choice, Cha Ming opened his eyes once again. Subduing and
sealing intents gushed out uncontrolled. As he couldn’t direct them any longer, his powers
suppressed not only the five fiends but the three demons they were attacking. Luckily, the fiends
had a dual nature that gave them both devilish heritage and demonic heritage; his eyes seemed
to loathe them twice as much as the demon monarchs. With their opponents suppressed, the
fight turned in their favor. The demons began mounting their counterattack.The eagle, the one
who’d been most heavily damaged by the fiends, let out a sharp, piercing cry. The ears of the
fiends bled, and the cries paralyzed them. The eagle gave them no time to recover and dove in
to attack with its beak and talons. Cha Ming struck with Crushing Chaos at the paralyzed beasts,
though surprisingly, he could only cut deep gashes into the creatures instead of bisecting them.
Further, any wounds he inflicted swiftly regenerated despite being caused by destruction qi. The
energy of the land seemed to gush into them, reinforcing them against invaders.We need to
strike decisively at a single target, the Swiftwind Monarch said, running up beside him. She
jumped on the demon Cha Ming had wounded with his staff and began lashing it with her tail.
Barrels of black blood poured onto the ground as the bladelike tail cut many gashes half as deep
as Cha Ming’s staff strike.Cha Ming, hardly the expert on fighting fiends, went along with the
fox’s instructions. He unleashed one Crushing Chaos after another, infusing his staff with a
pseudo fire domain, boosting his attacks. Golden combat sigils cut away at its thick hide, though
they barely did any damage before the wounds were healed.Beside them, the owl defended. It
didn’t harness the offensive power of wind, but its blunt impact. It blew back the demons,
pushing them away as they tried to aid their companion. Unaided and isolated, the fiend grew
weaker and weaker until finally, the Swiftwind Monarch bit into its head and pulled out a black
core. It didn’t swallow it like Huxian often did but bit down on it, shattering it. An evil black aura
evaporated from the broken core. At the same time, much of the black blood on the battlefield
receded. So, too, did some of the corruption in the forest.The four remaining fiends, which the
owl had held back, followed the winds and ran away. They turned back toward the southern end
of the battlefield and rejoined a figure clothed in black leathers. To Cha Ming’s surprise, it was a
human. Yet the savageness the man bore was no joke. The moment the fiends returned to his



side, their presence soared. They immediately entered the battlefield and began sowing chaos,
and the eagle and owl chased after them, joined by a few other more powerful demons for
support.What is it you want, human? the Swiftwind Monarch asked, exhausted. Humans never
do anything except out of greed. Even those eyes don’t make you an exception. Her deep
wounds were finally healing, though they seemed to take extra long, as her body first had to
expel the black blood that had contaminated them.I’m from the canyon, Cha Ming said. It’s being
invaded by forces from the South. Normally, that wouldn’t be a problem, but the winds died
down. I was wondering if you knew anything about its disappearance.I see, the Swiftwind
Monarch said. I used to control the winds. No longer. Someone else took my crown, though it’s
currently being contested. The winds won’t blow until there is a clear winner. As to whether it
blows north or south, that will depend on the victor.Cha Ming frowned. Are you not the monarch
of this mountain?I was, the Swiftwind Monarch said. Now, I am only a lesser monarch. The
Silverwing Monarch took my crown. He began condensing a mark right away, drawing demonic
power away from the valley. That was when the fiends came. They used this moment of
weakness to launch an assault and wrest power away from the demons on the mountain.The
Silverwing Monarch? Cha Ming asked. A small silver falcon? Likes small things? He strikes with
his sharp wings and razor claws and has a tool on his claws that attracts escaping prey?The
very same, the Swiftwind Monarch said, her eyes narrowing. It was that tool which allowed him
to catch me in our match. I take it you are acquaintances.Friends, Cha Ming said. And it sounds
like he’s in trouble. He took in a deep breath and looked toward the South, where the attack was
intensifying. What help does he need?He only needs time, the Swiftwind Monarch said. We’re
fighting to win every second we can. Unfortunately, the fiends are corrupting the mountain and
drawing power from it. This is slowing the process. And if they manage to take over at least half
of the demonic energy on the mountain, he will fail.To make matters worse, there is a powerful
human helping them. We call him a fiend whisperer. With his presence, the fiends grow stronger
and ignore their natural destructive impulses to rally behind him. It won’t be long before we are
overrun.Then I’ll have to help, Cha Ming said.You, a human, will do this? the Swiftwind Monarch
asked. I don’t trust you.Cha Ming turned his closed eyes toward the battlefield, where fiendish
forces were snowballing. The black portion of the forest was significantly larger than before, as
the encroachment had continued on while he and the Swiftwind Monarch spoke. It seems to me
that you don’t have much of a choice in the matter, Cha Ming said. He then flew toward the
battlefield. The Swiftwind Monarch followed alongside him.The wind howled as they charged.
They felled smaller fiendish demons on the way, spilling their black blood onto the forest floor.
Cha Ming used fire qi to destroy whatever black blood he could, though in doing so, he also
destroyed much of the forest’s demonic energy.Can they be saved? he asked the Swiftwind
Monarch. It wasn’t just trees that were corrupted, but sentient demons and elementals.No, the
Swiftwind Monarch replied. Corrupted trees and demons are beyond redemption. We must
uproot every last one of them.Cha Ming nodded. He and the Swiftwind Monarch dashed through
the corrupted trees, cutting down their trunks and setting them ablaze. Black blood hissed and



oozed as it was burned away, reducing the influence of the fiends in the land. Unsurprisingly, that
drew the attention of the four fiends, and this time, the fiend whisperer appeared. The owl was
busy holding back the tide, leaving them with only the help of the eagle.Storm clouds formed on
Cha Ming’s feet, and to his surprise, the peak Stormchaser Formation came much more easily
than it usually did. It boosted his movements as he dove in and slashed three times with Splitting
Heaven and Earth. The white windy blade cut into the fiends with surprising effect. He wondered
if creation-aligned techniques were much more effective against the creatures or if it was the
wind-aligned mountain lending him strength.Cha Ming opened his eyes again, and the fiends
weakened greatly. The fox jumped onto one of those he’d wounded, and Cha Ming moved to
protect it from the others as the eagle screeched and joined in. He threw up 5,040 sigils, setting
up a half-step-transcendent combat formation that summoned an icy box, trapping two of the
fiends. He then threw out an earth-aligned talisman. An illusory mountain appeared where it
landed, suppressing the movements of the remaining fiend and the fiend whisperer.Both
recovered quickly—not surprising because one was a peak-core-formation fiend and another a
half-step blood-awakening cultivator. They managed to block Cha Ming’s follow-up Origin Strike
and close in on him, cutting a deep gash into his chest. He took it in stride, however, using the
attack as an opening. He closed in and struck out with a fist of destruction qi that obliterated a
large section of the fiend’s chest. Before Cha Ming could press the advantage, however, the
fiend whisperer hummed. The two trapped demons writhed violently, and the sudden burst of
energy blew apart his combat formation, hitting Cha Ming with a strong backlash.We can’t keep
fighting with them, the Swiftwind Monarch sent.Cha Ming scanned the rest of the battlefield and
discovered she was right. While they were busy here, the fiendish tide was snowballing. They
would win the battle but lose the war. Gritting his teeth, Cha Ming kicked off one of the two fiends
charging at him and summoned his pseudo-domain. He channeled metal and slapped a gold-
aligned talisman on his staff, boosting its power even further.“Origin Strike!” he yelled,
unleashing one of the most devastating attacks he’d ever executed. A Myriad Truths Diagram
materialized as he struck down and poured all five elements into a single point, striking the
prone fiend that was being attacked by his two demon companions straight in the chest. Its
entire upper body disintegrated in a gray mist tinged with five elements, and its head fell to the
ground. It began reattaching to its body, but with its defenses gone, the Swiftwind Monarch
appeared beside it and retrieved its core, crushing it.Go! the Swiftwind Monarch yelled. We’ll
hold them off.Four against two were poor odds for anyone, but Cha Ming did as instructed. He
threw out three talismans on each of them, one for regeneration, one for defense, and another
for offense. He didn’t boost their speed—they had that in spades. They used their swift
movements and newfound abilities to constrain the four as Cha Ming flew out and crashed into
the ever-expanding fiendish tide.He swept out with his staff, using Splitting Heaven and Earth
and imbuing it with fire. Entire swaths of blackened forest burned down. By now, forty percent of
the forest at the base of the mountain had already been converted. That one strike might have
destroyed a large portion, but in that time, the black tide had grown by twice as much. According



to the Swiftwind Monarch, the fiends would need to take over seventy percent of the forest to
gain a fifty percent share of the mountain’s demonic energy.Cha Ming sent several combat
formations to the south, east, and west as he ran north. They burned what fiends and corrupted
wood they could with flames infused with Devil-Sealing and Demon-Subduing Intents. Even the
lakes of black blood that had been shed in the battle were evaporated as he made his way
toward the advancing demon horde. Core-formation fiends lunged at him as he finally reached
their ranks, but he batted them away with his staff, its pillar form destroying dozens with every
blow.Fifty percent. The count was increasing faster than Cha Ming could destroy. And though he
could reclaim territory by destroying fiendish blood, the land was lifeless and was a poorer
contributor to the overall power balance. Another wave, more combat formations, and even more
destruction. Fifty-five percent. Sixty percent. Sixty-five percent.“Silverwing!” Cha Ming shouted.
“You’d better not fail to get your mark, or even Lei Jiang and Gua will mock you until the end of
your days!”Sixty-six, sixty-seven. He felt it through his eyes. Just a little more, and the mountain
range would reach a tipping point. Its ownership would shift and become a nest of evil. It reached
the sixty-nine percent mark, then finally shifted to seventy. He braced himself for
disaster.Fortunately, disaster didn’t come. Neither did the mass conversion to fiendish lands he’d
expected. Instead, the corruption moved back. A wind suddenly started blowing from north of
the mountain. At first, it was only a gentle breeze. Then it became a gale. Finally, twin tornadoes
began to form just south of the mountain, on two barren patches south of the bladelike
protrusion. From the looks of it, the wind was back to normal.I dare you to say that again! a voice
boomed within his mind. A silver falcon with massive wings rose up from the peak of the
mountain. He seemed the same as before, save for one key difference—a mark had appeared
on his forehead, a rune for wind. His bladelike appendages sent two swift strikes to the retreating
fiends, devastating their ranks, far outstripping what Cha Ming could achieve. He’d never known
a half-step-initiation demon or witnessed what they were capable of. Perhaps farther away from
his dominion it might be different, but near this mountain, Silverwing seemed invincible.As if to
prove his point, Silverwing dove down, crashing against the remaining three fiends and the fiend
whisperer. The whisperer bit his tongue and burned his blood essence, separating himself from
his tamed pets. Silverwing ignored the three large creatures and dove straight for the human. His
claws extended, with wind funneled toward the fiend whisperer, bringing him into his
outstretched talons. Just as he was about to crush the man, however, a gray light appeared. His
claws caught only empty air.He just had to have a Spatial Talisman, Cha Ming thought. Since his
quarry had escaped, Silverwing unleashed his pent-up anger on the fiends, beating on them
with the entire power of the mountain. With their death, their black blood, which should have
killed everything it touched, evaporated to nothingness. Some of the trees it had infected, though
weak, were still alive. Some of the demons that had been corrupted, though limping, could still
stand. Some, but not all. Most of them became black smoke that drifted away in the wind.I’ll
make them pay, Silverwing said, glaring southward.I don’t doubt you will, Cha Ming said. But we
have an urgent problem.The stupid humans? Silverwing asked.The stupid humans, Cha Ming



admitted.Fine, Silverwing said. It’s time for this big daddy to teach them how it’s done. He spread
his wings and flew.Chapter 3: Fierce Opponent“Shields up!” Jiao Ming yelled just as the enemy
nocked their arrows. There was a slight delay after the order, but he’d predicted such a thing.
Runic shields came up, defending the tender troops below from a rain of arrows. Men fell, some
dying, some wounded, and some not knowing what the hell was happening.The casualties,
however, were much lower than they otherwise would have been. Why else would Feng Ming be
called the Lucky Marshal? Black spear in hand, he fought alongside their brave troops, pushing
back enemies as they forced their way around bunker fortifications. The enemy general, seeing
that he couldn’t pierce through this section, called for a tactical retreat. His troops first pulled
back then combined with another army, who’d seemingly predicted this outcome. They swooped
toward the west flank, not far from where Feng Ming stood, frowning as he realized how precise
the maneuver had been.The west flank should be fine, Feng Ming thought, pulling closer toward
the center. There, another blood master blitz was happening. It was a tactic he’d grown familiar
with. Blood masters, except for elites that supported normal troops, were by and large reserve
forces. They were crack troops that waited for mounting casualties, then struck at tired and
wounded enemies.Feng Ming rushed in to block a sickle congealed from the blood of friend and
foe alike, dispersing it with a wall of burning sand. The blood master, surprised at his sudden
appearance, didn’t fare any better than the ones before him. Feng Ming cut him down like a fresh
sapling that just didn’t belong. Then, he called out orders, and a dozen elites joined him in
pushing back the intense assault. Normal troops pulled back—they’d only get in the way if they
stayed. They reinforced other groups, pushing back the overwhelming Southern armies, and
Feng Ming did what he did best—win. His spear scored hit after hit, spilling a seemingly endless
amount of blood on the ground below.Still, his opponents were body cultivators, and blood
masters at that. Even barrels of blood meant nothing to them. But he kept them distracted long
enough for reinforcements to come. Three other elites joined him before he finally felled
one.Twenty more seconds, Feng Ming thought, fighting with everything he had. That, he
predicted, was how much time the blood masters had until the blood dried up. Despite the
wounds he’d dealt them, and the fresh bleeding corpses on the ground, what used to be a slurry
a few inches deep was now just a single inch of slick red gore. When it was gone, the blood
masters would lose the source of their power and regeneration, and they could easily destroy
them with an overwhelming offensive.Ten more seconds remained. He continued attacking, but
at the five-second mark, Feng Ming felt a stab of fear. He looked to the east and noticed Gong
Xuandi diving into a melee, his trident crashing against another dozen elites, breaking open
flesh and shattering bones.Wasn’t he supposed to be on the western flank? How did he get so
far east? He looked to the west and noticed that all was calm. Likely, Jiao Ming had sent the man
to take care of more pressing matters. Still, that empty gap worried Feng Ming.“Think you can
daydream in battle?” he heard, just before throwing up his spear to block a deadly battle-axe.
The blow caused the ground beneath him to give way slightly, sinking him a few inches into the
bloody mud as his bones creaked and his breath left him. Where had that come from? He’d



been fighting blood masters, but none of them were half-step-blood-awakening cultivators like
the man attacking him was. Gritting his teeth, he pulled out a defensive talisman Cha Ming had
given him and slapped it on his chest. He blocked another blow, and the brown runes from the
talisman were the only thing that stopped his arms from breaking under the strain.Another order.
Six more elites joined him. Together, they forced back the battle-axe-wielding blood master.But
where did those troops come from? he wondered. He knew the answer already: They were from
the west. Always from the west. He hoped their enemies wouldn’t notice the weakness, but at
this point, it was only wishful thinking. At that moment, a battle horn sounded. Hurried orders
were called out. Loud cracking noises filled the air as explosions went off.One of the bunkers,
the fortified structures they used as anchors, had been breached. Large chunks of fortified rock
fell onto friend and foe alike. Everyone scrambled to protect themselves, but their desperate
actions only brought chaos to the previously stable defensive line.At the same time, a reserve
force struck the western front, which Jiao Ming was commanding from. He brought his own
reserve troops in, but they were behind by a few seconds, allowing the enemy to wedge deeper
into their formation. Another squad of elite crack troops, usually reserved for places with extra-
high casualties, suddenly struck the forces near Jiao Ming, who’d just joined the battle.Elites
flew from the center, forcing others from the east to fill in the gaps. Feng Ming cursed and
handed off his opponent to others as he dove in to rescue Jiao Ming. Sensing his intent, luck
flowed from the rest of the battlefield toward the marshal’s position. Troops began slipping or not
hearing orders. Swords broke, buying him enough time to come to the marshal’s
defense.“Thanks!” Jiao Ming yelled, cutting down with his golden sword. Metal and qi surged
and decapitated three foes. He continued spinning counterclockwise, using the momentum to
sweep out his yellow fan, sending wind blades where enemy troops were more concentrated.
Cries of agony rang out as he swung with his sword again, lopping limbs off the lucky foes he
didn’t outright kill.As much as Feng Ming didn’t like the man, Jiao Ming was a great fighter and a
fierce general. The western flank soon regained stability, but the dread Feng Ming felt hadn’t
receded. Instead, he looked to the east again, which had been weakened to respond to the
attack. During their maneuvering east and west, their troops had been spread too thinly.Then,
something unexpected happened. General Lan, who’d been fighting alongside Gong Xuandi,
yelled out an order. His troops turned around and cut down their former allies and grouped up
with the South. The about-face happened faster than anyone could respond to, and their actions
were swift and decisive. Southern troops crashed into where Gong Xuandi was fighting and
attacked him with everything they had. Though he cut down man after man, and though he was
a half-step-blood-awakening cultivator, Sea God bloodline included, he was only one man.
Troops flooded around him, cutting down surprised Northern forces.“We need to retreat,” Feng
Ming said to Jiao Ming. “Abandon the bunkers and regroup. If we keep fighting here, we’ll
lose.”Jiao Ming grimaced, but he was a competent commander. “Ungrateful traitor,” he spat,
glaring at where General Lan now fought alongside their enemies. Horns blew out all over the
battlefield, calling for a tactical retreat. Troops fled from the bunkers, which blew up only a few



seconds after their departure in a rain of stone and fire. These might be Northern fortifications,
but it was better to destroy them than let them fall to their enemies. If they took back this land,
they could always rebuild.Run. Fight. Run. They ran and fought for three miles before the enemy
finally relented, allowing them to muster whatever forces they had. Jiao Ming cursed when they
finally stopped.“What now?” Feng Ming asked, dreading the answer.“They knew where our trap
line was,” Jiao Ming said softly.“That’s not surprising,” Feng Ming said, wiping blood from his
spear. “If General Lan betrayed us, he likely gave them all sorts of information.”“Yes,” Jiao Ming
said. “Except General Lan wasn’t privy to the information.”Feng Ming’s expression fell. “What
now, then?” Hot wind blew from behind their backs, pushing at enemy forces and reducing their
visibility. It was better than nothing—hell, it probably reduced the enemy’s effectiveness by ten
percent or more. Unfortunately, they were outnumbered. Moreover, they’d lost their strongest line
of defense. Temporary enemy fortifications sprang up one after another. Thick metal plates
appeared from out of nowhere and wedged themselves into the ground. They assembled into a
“V” shape, giving shelter to their most tender troops while their earth-aligned cultivators formed
their own small shelters for the remaining members of their army.“We can’t attack them, not with
so few forces,” Jiao Ming said. “Fortunately, they only know about this trap line. There are others
out here I’ve told no one about.” He said this out loud and out in the open, where everyone could
hear. More likely than not, it was the truth, but sometimes the truth was more effective when
revealed. Their enemies would be extra cautious and would likely think twice before attacking
them.“Enter the hideouts!” Jiao Ming yelled. His troops hurried to comply. They pressed
depressions on the cliffs, which slid open and revealed passageways. Feng Ming followed Jiao
Ming into one of them and noticed there were several holes from which to fire arrows, as well as
a large stockpile of bolts and crossbows. There were also reinforced mechanisms that could
launch much thicker bolts out of larger holes. These holes, though a small weakness in the walls,
were much easier to shoot out of than into. Combined with the smaller defensive bunkers their
forces unearthed from the sand, they could put up a reasonable defense against their
invaders.Endless minutes passed as they waited for the inevitable push. Cultivators were
mortals like any others, but their recovery time was much shorter. Further, spirit doctors and
spirit medicine were involved. After half an hour, their opponents began moving about. A half
hour after that, they formed up battle lines again. The metal plates, which they’d placed as
defensive shields, were pulled back. Metal and fire qi filled the air as the South welded the plates
together, effectively forming a massive portable wind break.Horns sounded, and they marched
forward as predicted. General Lan, the traitor, stepped up and shot a flaming arrow from a green
bow. He fired three more, and where they landed, explosions rang out. Metal wire, arrows, and
all sorts of traps were disarmed in an instant. Then, he pulled back behind the large moving
shield wall.Jiao Ming didn’t order his troops to fire right away. He held a core-transmission jade,
ready to give the signal at any moment. Enemy troops advanced, encroaching on their small
bunkers, forcing Northern troops back as their bunkers were plowed through.“Now!” Jiao Ming
shouted after three bunkers fell. Golden crossbow bolts soared out from the canyon walls, some



from above, some from the side. They pelted Southern troops, who raised shields, expecting
this. The shields blocked around three quarters of the bolts, but another quarter found their
marks. Most of them left wounds, but a lucky few killed their foes.Round after round fired into
enemy forces, who now began sending out raiding parties to clear out bunkers. Some even
moved forward, accidentally detonating traps but saving the rest of the army from the impact. As
they advanced, they sent out troops to openings on the wall. Though locked, the doors were
weaknesses in the canyon. They first destroyed the mechanisms, then pried the false stone
walls open, then sent small armed crack troops inside to slaughter the defenders within.“How
long will we hold out?” Feng Ming asked.“As long as we can,” Jiao Ming said somberly. “We can
keep retreating, but the moment we leave the canyon, the South will gain the most defensible
foothold they can ask for, escaping the wind, if it ever starts up again. They’ll have full access to
the Eastern Desert through the canyon, and we won’t be able to do anything about it.”Feng Ming
nodded. As Southern forces advanced, he and Jiao Ming kept retreating. Gong Xuandi did the
same on the other side. They evacuated their troops in a leapfrog manner. Given the precision of
their movements and the practiced ease with which they did so, they’d likely trained for such a
scenario. That, or such a breach had happened in the past. They’d been forced to learn such
tricks for their very survival.“Anytime now,” Jiao Ming muttered.Feng Ming didn’t press him. Yet,
as Southern troops advanced, the back of his neck tingled. “Look out!” he yelled, grabbing Jiao
Ming by the arm and pulling him forward. They moved just in time for a large crossbow bolt,
propelled from a contraption among the South’s forces, to pierce the wall, slamming where
they’d stood.“How did they—” Jiao Ming said.And then they heard it. Wailing and screaming.
Their forces, which held defensible positions within the tunnels of the canyon walls, began killing
themselves. They weren’t part of any specific side—these cases sprang up evenly. Out of the
corner of his eye, Feng Ming could see crimson veins covering their bodies.“It’s possession!”
Feng Ming yelled. “The Spirit Temple is here!”“Damn it all,” Jiao Ming spat. Their forces were
spread out too thinly to deal with ghosts. If they were in an army formation, at least it would be
easy to cut down traitors. Here, however, a single possessed cultivator could kill three other
surprised ones before being overwhelmed.“Order a retreat out of the walls,” Feng Ming said.
“They can take the walls, but the slits are oriented southward. No matter how hard they try, they
won’t be able to use them against us.”Jiao Ming nodded slowly. He held a jade orb and sent out
a command. Troops began pouring out of the canyon walls. They assembled with those near the
bunkers, forming a slow but steady defensive line. With the wind at their backs, they could hold
out for some time.“If they want a quick victory, we’ll make them pay dearly,” Jiao Ming said.Feng
Ming nodded. Gong Xuandi, who’d just joined them, did so as well. Though he’d been wounded
many times, he was a body refiner, after all. Traps went off as the South advanced, but death
and wounds did little to stop the approaching metal leviathan. They braced themselves for the
inevitable conflict, hoping to the heavens above for a miracle.And then, the wind died down.
They looked back toward the mouth of the canyon and realized that Cha Ming’s formation had
stopped working. The enemy had known about it, and they’d already planted traitors to



deactivate it. They’d lost their only advantage.A horn blew. The approaching metal shield
dropped, and enemy troops poured out from behind it. Jiao Ming called out orders, and Feng
Ming did so as well. Troops charged and clashed, and their elites, headed by Gong Xuandi, dove
into their opponents. Luck was on their side. Their opponents miscalculated, misfired, or failed to
spot something. Old injuries played up at the last moment. Unfortunately, all the luck in the world
couldn’t save them from these devastating odds. They were losing, and there was nothing
anyone here could do about it.Is this the end? Feng Ming wondered. He might be able to
survive, but if the Eastern Desert fell, the North would fall soon after. He thought about his family
—his son, his newborn daughter—and held his spear tightly. For them, he could not let that
happen. He bellowed, charging into enemy forces. His spear, though flailing wildly, struck true
and downed weaker core-formation cultivators that had been about to unleash a deadly
technique on Jiao Ming. A horn sounded, but he barely heard it. He had only two things in mind:
kill as many of them as possible and don’t let them take a single step out of the canyon.The
battlefield was a mess, and suddenly, he noticed fur and feathers. Did the enemy bring beast
tamers? he thought. Theirs had all been killed in the first few assaults. No, wait. He looked back
and saw what was happening. Demons, core-formation ones, flying through the air, and
purification-realm ones running down cliff walls, joining their forces and attacking the South’s
vulnerable flanks. In the back, he saw Cha Ming waving about his ridiculously huge pillar of a
staff and sending out combat formations, incinerating vulnerable enemy troops at the rear.Then,
the winds started. The South struggled to retreat to their shield, but the tempest came too hard
and too fast. The gale gently caressed the Northern forces before forming tornadoes of hot sand
that blasted away at skin and sinew and wore away at Southern armor. A massive bird with an
azure mark on its forehead flew above the mouth of the canyon. It flapped its wings, sending out
bursts of sand one after another.The North, invigorated by this development, charged. Facing
the storm was difficult, but running downwind was easy. And catching routed enemy forces?
Even easier. They roared as they cut down retreating troops, making up for lost ground. They
passed the metal windbreak, cutting down the strong porters that had carried it. They passed
the traplines the South had sprung, killing every man they could while still maintaining their brisk
pace. They did so until they reached the exit of the canyon, where large tornadoes crashed into
their opponent’s reserve forces.“You could have come sooner,” Feng Ming muttered as Cha Ming
landed beside him. Feng Ming was clutching a wound on his left shoulder, which caused his arm
to hang limply to the side.“I did what I could,” Cha Ming said, placing a glowing green hand on
Feng Ming’s arm. His skin began to reknit, and tendons began to heal. “Now that Silverwing has
condensed his initiation mark, it’ll be impossible for them to take the winds back.”Feng Ming
nodded. Already, Jiao Ming was barking orders, getting his geomancers to repair windbreaks
and bunkers.In the distance, he could see two figures floating above their troops. They were tall,
regal, and oozed power and malice. One wore black armor, with a massive sword affixed to his
back, while the other wore black leathers. The black-armored man, clearly the enemy marshal,
saluted. Then he turned around to organize his routed forces.Chapter 4: The Candle Dragon’s



HourglassHuxian’s paws landed on dry cracked earth as the gray portal disappeared behind
him. He looked around warily, carefully checking his surroundings for traps. Though the Candle
Dragon was likely a benevolent demon emperor, it was best to be careful during inheritance
trials. For some demons, preparedness and reaction speed were key characteristics they looked
for in those who picked up their mantle. For others, it was caution and patience. Given that the
Candle Dragon presided over time, both seemed especially fitting.The earth beneath Huxian’s
feet was made of a reddish-brown rock and extended a full ten thousand feet in every direction,
forming a perfect circle. In its center was a crystal hourglass covered in golden patterns of
dragons, stars, and shining suns. Unlike normal hourglasses, however, it didn’t contain a single
grain of sand. Instead, it stood empty, as though time was lost to this place.The rocky red land
might be familiar to Huxian, but the sky didn’t remotely meet his expectations. Its starless
expanse was pitch black like the darkest void, and in the distance stood a single bright sun. It
illuminated the plateau, exposing every nook and cranny that sought to hide, but no matter how
bright the sun might be, it did not expose the sky that hid behind it. Platform, hourglass, and sky
aside, there was also a transparent bridge that led from this platform to the next. The bridge was
short, wide, and imperceptibly thin. It led to a red stone platform just as wide and circular as the
one he stood on.Was he meant to go to the next plateau right away? Or was he meant to wait for
instructions? He hesitated. These tests could be tricky, and caution was usually advised. Often,
the administrator of the test would leave hints at the beginning for worthy descendants. Unless it
was a test of speed, of course, in which case he was missing out on precious seconds that could
make or break the inheritance.“No need to panic,” the Candle Dragon said, appearing in the
black sky. The moment he did, the sun shone a little bit brighter, and the patterns on the
hourglass hummed with excitement. The Candle Dragon wasn’t one of those belly-dragging
dragons with wings but a large, coiling creature, whose opening eyes brought dawn and whose
closing eyes brought dusk. “The hourglass is something I made on a whim many aeons ago.
Unfortunately, it’s rather useless. It is made of my scales and my blood essence, and only my
inheritors can use it. Each of them has either outgrown its usefulness or died trying. Such is life.
Time waits for no one.”
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Duuude, “An excellent bookend to the first arc. I LOVE xianxia. I love the cultivation, the
locations, (some) of the tropes, and the possibilities it brings. However, most xianxia, wuxia, and
xuanhuan stories are written by Chinese authors, and I cannot read Mandarin (or Cantonese).
Moreover, many of these books - owing to the peculiarities of their web novel contracts - are
bloated and repetitious (or filled with unnecessary and unsavory tropes). Thus, it has been my
joy to find the (few) western authors willing to spend time to write a well-written (and faithful)
xianxia/xuanhuan story. "Painting the Mists" is one such series, and it has been a treat to
observe the characters as they grew from rambunctious children to heaven-defying
cultivators.This book features the cataclysmic clash between our heroes and the insatiable
exemplar of hunger, the Taotie. The last few books have been leading up to this, and it did not
disappoint. However, we also have Zhou Li on the loose, and who knows what machinations he
has orchestrated? The fights were excellently described and choreographed, and the tactical
maneuvering was immensely satisfying. Honestly, it was thrilling from beginning to end, with the
sole exceptions being the bits with Yama and Judah.My only real critique of this series is that the
segments with Yama are often... *uninteresting*. Admittedly, this is heavily subjective, but I find
them lackluster and asinine. I admire and respect that Mr. Laplante is willing to take political
stances, but the implementation is lacking. Perhaps, I am missing the point, but I think these
segments should either be shorter (and more focused) or less frequent. I find their political
commentary banal and inane, the conversations pointlessly vapid. Again, I'm sure that's
somewhat intentional, but I think the segment would be *enjoyable* if they were substantive
instead of vacuous jack-offs using *commonsensical* approaches to diagnose the problems of
their situation. Still, I have a greater appreciation for this after the segment with Shakyamuni, and
I hope the endgame (whatever it is) addresses these issues in soul society (or whatever the hell
you want to call Yama's crib).Still, it was an absolute blast to see Cha Ming, Gong Lan, Hong
Xin, Wang Jun, Feng Ming, and Huxian in their respective roles one last time. Despite the
inevitability of parting - especially in cultivation novels - I hold out hope that this is not the last we
see of HX, GL, WJ, or FM (or Cha Ming's students, for that matter), because I've grown fond of
them. Patrick's writing has improved with each book, and I eagerly await his future books (not
solely this series).”

Adam B., “Continues to be a great series. This continues to be a great series. This is the ninth
book, and they do need to all be read in order to keep pace with all the character developments.
Overall, the world-building remains good, the cultivation systems are well-explained, and while
the characters are strong and get stronger, this doesn't have the ridiculous scale changes of
other xianxia novels (characters jumping thousands of kilometers at a time, for example).This is
the culmination of the arc for the last several books, as the long-standing plotlines are all
weaving back together. The initial books were more self-contained, but the last few have all had



arcs within them that concluded while driving the overall war arc forward.If I have one complaint,
it is that, as the character groups from the initial novels split up, this book (like the last several),
have bounced from character to character rather than being able to focus on a single one for an
extended period.”

Stonewalker, “A good ending. No need to continue past this point as it does an acceptable wrap
up of the previous books. Cha Ming’s journey was fun to travel, though a bit tough to grasp on
some levels. I know the author knew what was happening in each battle, but I simply read “Pow!
Bang! Zap!” Through each oneWorked for me. The series is good, but certainly takes some time
to get to this book. Well done.”

Frank Vergara, “first arch ended with a bang. The story, which was following a bumpy path during
the previous books, lands spectacularly nicely considering how bad things were going plot-
wise. Somehow the story goes back to its origins, condensing many of its subplots into a solid
narrative that will keep you hooked as a whole.”

VereMyth, “Amazing as always. I am a sucker for a good XianXia novel like this one. The quality
in the writing is amazing. I'm excited to read the next one already. Patrick if it's not available yet.
please, please, please get someone to publish in hardcover so I can add this wonderful universe
your crafting to my collection of physical keepers that will last years to come.My only gripe about
the series is the use of one of my most hated Wuxia/Xianxia novel tropes...the love interest
disappearing act. But even with that this series continues to deliver in its emotional and
expressive writing.”

Robert Brown, “Truly A Great.... ...story. Laplante starts iffy in the first book of the series, but
keeps getting stronger with each volume. In this book, Laplante does a great wrap up of this arc
in Cha Ming's tale. Unlike some authors do, letting readers fill in their own conclusions, I like the
way Laplante resolves the outstanding story threads in a highly satisfying finish. I greatly
anticipate his next Cha Ming story.”

Érica Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing. Crib looks great I really enjoyed right now I am to go and
see if the next book is out the pipe to you never know because this is the end of an arc. I really
have enjoyed the series so far and it cannot wait for the next start to start thank you.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved it. Congrats Patrick I enjoyed this story immensely.As you have said
your writing has developed as you have developed this wonderful work. Your message has been
well received and thank you as it was a pleasure to learn from you. I look forward to reading
more of your works as they come.Very small request would be if you could invest a little more
time removing errors it would make the journey through your beautiful story even more
enjoyable.Regards Richie”



PoddleMeister, “An excellent read. This book is the end of the arc. After nine books, the author
has managed to keep my engagement and interest going, and he finished this book off with
enough of a dollop of satisfaction to not leave me on a cliff edge grump. Whilst I read it originally
on KU (up to book 7 I think), I enjoyed these books so much I bought them all. If you're into
progression fantasy, this ticks all the boxes. Enjoy!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What an adventure (with lots of wisdom). I wasn't sure if I will like this
series when I started the first book. It was interesting but not as well written. I'm glad I stuck to it.
The writing got better with each book. With 9 books in an arch, it gave me good amount of time
to absorb the story  and the characters. Looking forward to the next arch.”

Scott Osmond, “Full Circle. This was an incredible end to the first story ark. Everything has built
up to this conclusion. In this entry we learn what the true goal of the southern invasion is and it
isn't just land and resources. In the north Wang's family have decided the only way to control him
is through blackmail. They are about to receive a masterclass in betrayal and will learn why
blackmail is a risky tool to use. Meanwhile Chaa and his demon companions prepare to face off
against a plane ending calamity. I've enjoyed these 9 books and the journey of learning and
adventure is definitely worth the entry price.On a down note the Yama thread continues to drag
down the prologue and in my opinion adds little and detracts from the whole. Message fic lands
like a lead balloon no matter how good the author. Secondly, Patrick's author's note was just sad.
It read like a 1970's struggle session self-denouncement. Enough with the virtue signalling and
let the great story flow. If you have the need to virtue signal use social media or a blog.”

Fantasy Reader, “One of the best Cultivation novels on kindle. I think this is one of best
cultivation series on kindle. A wonderful blend of wuxia with a more western style of writing.
Multiple character perspectives add to and flesh out the story, which isn’t something many
cultivation novels have. I read the first few books on unlimited, and this was worth reading even
after the series left KU. Wonderful.”

Denis Darko, “A satisfying ending.. A fitting end to the first arc! I love how the author really follows
through with Daoist,  Buddhist, and Confucian themes while adding his own twist.”

The book by Patrick Laplante has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 398 people have provided feedback.
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